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PAPER CHASE IN COMPUTER LAB
by Sol Sandberg

agement, told me in an interview that she was unaware of any such deci
sion, and affirmed that the Law School will definitely continue to provide
paper to the computer lab.
Dean Cook indicated that for the past few weeks she has known of
a shortage of paper in the lab due to what she thought was the fact that
students were printing an excessive amount of materials and not paying for
it.
Yet Cook denied the allegation made by some students that the school
decided to discontinue providing paper because of the widespread practice
of printing without paying. Instead, she suggested, that the problem may
be related to the transition of some responsibility for the computer lab to
the Baldy Walkway Technical Node.
When asked why there was no paper in the computer lab, Mr. Rick
Harrington, a Technical Support Specialist for the Baldy Node said, I don 't
have a clue" but he added that the paper problem in computer labs is a
campus-wide phenomena, especially since the "deans got squeezed," re
ferring to the budget squeeze that made individual schools more respon-

At a time when appellate briefs are coming due, UB Law students
are faced with a paper shortage in the computer lab. One possibility for
this may be that someone at the Law School has decided to decided to
discontinue providing paper to the lab. On Wednesday, March 18, Helene
Broden, who supervises the Law School computer lab assistants indicated
as much in a letter saying, 'I understand that the Law School will no
longer provide paper for the lab. I'm very sad to hear that, and to have to
report it. Please check the HP5si printer every now and then, at least once
an hour, to see if there is any Westlaw or Lexis paper in the printer. Take it
out if you find it there!!!. If we abuse those paper supplies too, I know that
Lexis will definitely pull their printer and paper."
However, at this point it is unclear whether the Law School has
actually decided to discontinue providing paper. Gloroia Paveljack, Staff
Assistant for Resource Management who normally provides paper to the
lab was unavailable for comment when this article went to press. How
ever, Marlene Cook, her boss and the Associate Dean for Resource Man-

Continued on
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Contentious SBA Meeting Election Season Here
by Kevin Hsi

by Sol Sandberg

On Tuesday, March 3 the Student Bar Association (SBA)
had another meeting which was noteworthy in part because of its
contentiousness over a funding request by a student law journal.
The three major issues discussed at the meeting were a funding
request from BPILP, a report from the faculty Hiring Committee
and a major funding request for the Buffalo Human Rights Law
Journal (HRLJ).
The first item of business involved a $100 request by IL
representative. Rick Staropoli asked for temporary funding for
BPILP so that BPILP can purchase materials from NAPIL (Na
tional Association of Public Interest Law) on how to start a Loan
Repayment Assistance Program. Recently, several students who
plan to go into public interest work have discussed ways in which
the law school could try and implement a loan repayment and/or
loan forgiveness program for public interest lawyers whose sala-

Once again the election season is upon us for the Executive
Board of the Student Bar Association. The Student Bar Associa
tion is an umbrella organization which is empowered to govern
the Law School student organizations and is ultimately respon
sible for the actions of the Law School student organization. One
way in which does this is through its control of $60,000 received
every year in student fees which it allocates at its discretion to law
student organizations. The Executive Board of the SBA is made
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Editorial

•
•

Prior Restraint At UB Law

The refurbished Opinion has been gaining momentum for
seven issues now. A little more than halfway through our first
semester of weekly publication, submissions have been steady and
varied, and many students have used the paper to communicate
their ideas and philosophies to their fellow classmates. This, aside
from informing and entertaining, is the function a law school news
paper should serve: to be the responsible conduit for regular com
munication in a scholarly community.
Given this function, it is the policy of the Opinion to print,
unexpurgated, any letter, cartoon, or article from the students, fac
ulty, and staff of UB Law. With the exception of libelous or anony
mous submissions, nothing is refused.
Despite this policy, however, many students feel that they
cannot present their true feelings to the community of UB Law.
This is because many perceive an air of potential retribution or
resentment in what is ostensibly a free and open intellectual soci
ety.
This statement is not in reference to a certain column that
has garnered much attention and counter-argument over the past
few weeks of the Opinion, nor to the varying character and content
of said counter-argument. The author of that column put forth his
ideas, and many responded vehemently. This is the risk and the
joy of writing for a diverse audience.
This statement is also not in reference to the multifarious,
school-wide dialogue that has commenced in the wake of said col
umn and its ensuing commentary. Again, the article was written,
and the consequences of writing are always varied in their degrees
of pleasure and pain.
Rather, this statement is in reference to articles and letters
that are not written. This inaction is due to the current climate of

intolerance and repression, real and imagined, that pervades the
air at UB Law. Some of this intolerance was tangentially exhib
ited during the fracas that followed the publication of the
abovementioned column. Other evidence, also related to said col
umn, has been alluded to in "a rumor mill," or "grape vine," that
should be razed to the ground or obliterated with herbicide.
Frequently, students of UB Law comment to members of
this paper, expressing perceptions, observations, and complaints.
When cajoled to write a letter relating any of their thoughts and
feelings, however, most students decline. Often, they cite time
constraints. More frequently, however, they cite a fear of retribu
tion.
This editorial is not about a law student frustrated at how
few of her fellow students take the time to submit to their school
publication. We have plenty of copy. This editorial is about how
horrifying it is to see law students--or anyone--afraid to commit
publicly to their thoughts and observations.
The problem runs more deeply than a few lL's too scared to
put their name on a letter complaining about their lack of grades.
Actual, viable ideas--thoughts entrenched in the minds and mor
als of your fellow students--are being repressed for want of a re
ceptive environment. Philosophical propositions, ethical con
structs, political theories ...all are held back for fear of not getting
a job, losing a networking opportunity, or offending a professor.
Certainly, fear of criticism of the idea itself is not what holds
these ideas in check. Any future lawyer must steel himself for
criticism . Anticipation of criticism is one of the tools of the trade;
any criticism, no matter how scathing, is worthwhile when ex-
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Prior Restraint at UB... Continued from page 2
pressed coherently and accountably. Rather, it is fear of personal
attack. The kind of attack that says "not only is your idea not
worthy of respect, but neither are you. "
But petty revenge and blind loathing are not a part of re
spectable criticism. Bowing to petty revenge and blind loathing,
letting them win, is not a part of the honorable exchange of ideas.
The students of UB Law should refuse to contribute or be gov
erned by such things. Much of what we study here is the product
of such a refusal.
Grow up, future advocates and arbiters of a democratic soci
ety. Self-censorship is the province of the intellectually retarded.
Grow up, law students, scholars, thinkers and reasoners. Intellec
tual terrorism is the province of the inept crusader. Grow up, and
embrace the power of reason that pervades the law you came here
to study.
--S.A. Cole

Paper Chase... Continued from page 13
because in law firms attorneys are required to pay for printing and
downloading. She advised students who use Westlaw to create a cite-list of
cases they are interested and look up cases in the books instead of
downloading and printing the cases.

WE IJ O T A l ETT ERI
Dear Etlifor of f/,e Opinion...
This letter is written in response to the grading procedures
here at the University at Buffalo. This letter will be in a two-part
series. The first deals with the timeliness of grade submission.
I am a first-year student and am appalled at the irrespon
sibility exhibited by certain professors here at the law school. I
graduated from a state university and was prepared to contend
with a certain amount of " red tape." However, I was unprepared
to deal with the law school 's version of the "Black Hole," (i.e.
where your exams and papers disappear for 8 weeks after you
take them and before the professor actually begins to read them).
This period of time, Jet 's call it " Never-Never Land" (which
means you will never, never see the results of your labor), is
unexcusable.
Exams, especially for first-year students, are the only quan
tifiable method for students to measure their accomplishments.
Exams are the only way to evaluate if your study method was
effective or if you need to modify it. Students, and lL's in par
ticular, stress and worry about how they fared on the only evalu
ative criteria that the Jaw school provides. Professors have a lot
of nerve playing this sadistic game on the minds of poor, over
stressed law students.
Let 's hypothesize for a minute ... suppose an industrious
lL attempts to find an internship or comparable employment for
the summer which requires the submission of a transcript (Don 't
tell me COO will find one for you because my response to you
will be. .. Yeah, right after UB wins the NCAA tournament).
When a student looks at the transcript, a look of pure horror will
appear on their face ... following the course name on a transcript
is, Viola- a blank box!! Therefore, prospective employers will
assume that because it is March and you do not have a Decem
ber grade that you dropped the course. They will then conclude
that you were unable to handle the full load of law school. Please
be advised, this is not the impression you want to give potential
employers.
Additionally, you do not want to go on an interview under
these circumstances (trust me on this one). You will obviously
acknowledge that: Yes, it is a little ridiculous that you do not
have a December grade in the middle of March. And yes, you
will say that it is not your fault that the professor is lazy and that
your exam fell down the "Black Hole" into " Never-Never Land."
But think about it ... What does that say about your school, the
quality of education you are receiving, and the training you are
being indoctrinated to?
Every profession has deadlines and it used to be my un
derstanding that deadlines had to be followed . It was my under
standing that grades needed to be submitted to records and reg
istration on February 16th, 1998. Imagine a lL handing in his or
her appellate brief to his or her Research and Writing professor
over a month late. Things that make you say hmmmm.
-Daniel M. Baich, Tormented lL
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Election Season ... Continued from page
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up of the President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Parliamentar
ian.
Law students aspiring to win these positions picked up their
petitions to get on the ballot last Monday, and petitions are due
today. According to Brenda Torres, the current Treasurer of the SBA
and candidate for President, 65 signatures or approximately 10%
of the signatures of the student body are required to be submitted
to get on the ballot. However, one who does not get on the ballot
can still run as a write-in candidate.

Pitt Named Student Representative
on Dean Search Committee

Contentious... Continued from page 1

by Sol Sandberg
Bahatti Pitt, a graduating 3L and Student Bar Association
President, has been selected to be the Student Representative for
the Dean's Search Committee, according to a letter Ms. Pitt has
sent to the Class Directors of the Student Bar Association. In the
letter, Ms. Pitt asked the Class Directors of the SBA to survey their
constituents to determine whether they think the new dean should
be a scholar, fundraiser, administrator or have the ability to com
municate well with law students. She indicated that the Search
Committee will meet next Wednesday, March 25 to "put together"
an advertisement for the position of Dean of UB Law School.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Buffalo Public Interest Law Program
Buffalo Public Interest Law Program's 3rd Annual
Silent Auction will be March 27th, at Birge Mansion.
Tickets are available from BPILP members (or email
Mindy Marranca at mlm5@acsu.buffalo.edu). Tickets
are $15 for students and $18 for the public. Price
includes open bar, food, and entertainment.
Items to be auctioned off include bar review discounts
and a dinner by Professor Schlegel and Lindgren.

Criminal

Law

Society

Joe Pistone, aka Donnie Brasco, will be speaking
on Friday, March 27th at 8pm at the Main Stage theater
in the Center For the Arts. Pistone was an FBI agent
posing as a jewel theif that carried out the most auda
cious sting operation ever of the flamboyant and deadly
community of the mafia. Tickets can be purchased at
the student box office in the Student Union. Prices are$3
and $5 for students, and $8 and $10 for non-students.

ries fall below that of most lawyers. As of this issue, a vote on the
proposal has not been taken yet.
Chris Decker, a member of the student-faculty Hiring Com
mittee mentioned that the school will be hiring new Research and
Writing instructors for next year but that the committee will not be
involved in the search for the new dean. Decker suggests that lLs
and 2Ls should try to get involved in the process since it could
take 6-12 months if the law school decides to do a full search as
opposed to promoting someone from within the faculty.
Decker 's main item of business, though dealt with his work
as Editor-in-Chief of the Buffalo Human Rights Law Journal.
Speaking on behalf of the journal members who were present,
Decker requested a $5,000 donation from the SBA. The journal,
which was previously known as the Buffalo Journal of Interna
tional Law, would use the money to place an order for 2000 copies
of its inaugural issue which, can then be sent out to universities,
faculties , judges and practitioners around the world. Decker said
there were two major reasons why the SBA should approve this.
The first was that it would greatly increase the reputation of U .B.
Law School when it comes to name recognition. Among other
things, there are 58 general international law journals in this coun
try, but there are only 3 law school journals that are solely dedi
cated to human rights - Harvard and Columbia Law Schools (for
the international perspective) and New York Law School (for the
domestic perspective) . Given this situation, one can assume that
having a journal associated with two Ivy League law schools will
increase the value of everybody 's degree at U .B. Law. The second
reason is that the funding proposal will likely make the HRLJ self
sufficient within two years.
Following Decker 's presentation, Nathan Van Loon, 3L
representative, made a motion for giving the full $5,000 to the
Buffalo Human Rights Law Journal. However, Brenda Torres, the
SBA Treasurer pointed out that this won 't be possible because "the

Continued on page12

JLSA
The Jewish Law Students Association will be
holding a meeting on March 25. The meeting
will be held in room 207, at 4:30pm.
All are invited to attend.

All submissions due Thursday by 5:00 pm in
the Opinion office (in the basment).
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large book stores are able to pay less per unit for books purchased,
and in turn, offer larger discounts to customers. Both chains also
buy large amounts of real estate in areas they choose to saturate,
which eventually drives out their independent competitors.
As a result, smaller stores, and smaller publishing compa
nies, are being driven out of business. Any publishing company
not willing or able to cater to mass-market demands is being shut
down, and the reading public is being denied those books. This
suit is the culmination of mass frustration on the part of small pub
lishers and independent book store owners.

LEGAL BRIEFS
California's Proposition 187 Declared
Unconstitutional
Measures approved by 59% of California's citizenry were
fully overturned last week, when U.S. District Judge Mariana
Pfaelzer declared the remaining provisions of the state's anti-illegal
immigrant laws to be unconstitutional. The remaining parts of the
legislation, which required teachers and other public employees to
report illegal immigrants as they became aware of them, was viewed
by many as a gross violation of civil rights. Judge Pfaelzer, skirting
the issue, declared the measures unconstitutional for other reasons,
citing the lack of state authority to regulate immigration, which is
the province of the federal government.

Testosterone and Trial Lawyers
A psychology professor at Georgia State University has determined
that male trial lawyers have higher levels of testosterone than their
non-lithogenous brethren. Observing the stereotype of the
aggressive lawyer and interviewing some male attorneys, James
Dabbs started his study on a hunch that the "traits" of male trial
lawyers--aggressiveness, relentlessness--might have more of this
predominantly male hormone.
The study revealed that Dabbs "hunch" was true . Having
just released his results, Dabbs has announced no plans to study
aggressive female attorneys.

Independent Book Stores Sue Borders and
Barnes and Noble for Anti-Trust Violations
26 independent book stores have filed suit in San Francisco,
charging two nationwide book chains with monopolistic and unfair
business practices. Barnes and Noble and Borders, the company
that also owns WaldenBooks, are being charged with covert, illegal
dealing which the suits instigators allege are forcing independent
book stores out of business. By buying in mass quantities, the

SBA Candidate Statements are due on
Thursday, March 26th at 5pm in the
Opinion office or box 27 (S.A. Cole).

To The Class Of2000:
You are cordially invited to a reception hosted by
Hodgson, Russ, Andrews, Woods & Goodyear, LLP
of Buffalo, New York.
Date:
Time:
Place:

Tuesday, March 31, 1998
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
University Inn & Conference Center
2401 N. Forest Rd., Amherst

Please join us for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres and
meet with attorneys from a variety ofpractice areas.

Buffalo

•

New York
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If you don't vote, you can 't complain ...
-- Unknown
They said it was right and you never asked why...
-- Dick Lucas
One of the great traditions of our democracy is the right and
power to vote that we acquire when we reach the magical age of
18. So, every first Tuesday in November, an unremarkable num
ber of people head down to the local polling station or submit their
absentee ballots, and select politicians to lead them in their Jives.
Every 4 years, we get to pick our President (with a turnout of just
over 50%). Every 2 years we get to pick our representatives and
sometimes Senators, and every year there are tons of local issues,
candidates, etc. that need to be voted on. Trust me: There are
some localities where school board races are heated contests. For ·
something so critical as who is going to run our Lives, election
turnouts are generally low...50% or less.
I have mixed feelings about voting. When I voted in my
first real election, some 7 1/2 years ago, I felt good. I think a lot of
my good feeling came from being able to participate in the magi
cal democracy we have. I can 't even remember who I voted for,
but I studied all the candidates I could find information about at
the time. As time went on, and I came to Fredonia State for col
lege, I continued to vote via absentee ballot. I wasn't about to give
up my chance to be a part of democracy. However, through time,
I began to realize that there were very few candidates on the ballot
that I could support, and that instead of voting for one particular
candidate, I found myself voting against another.
The great travesty is that in order to vote against one candi
date, you have to indicate a preference for another. I began to
write my own name in on ballots as my vote. I have not won any
positions yet, but I tried.
In November, 1996, I checked off Harry Browne -- Libertar
ian candidate for President, on my absentee ballot. I have not
voted since. And to make matters worse, I haven 't felt remotely
bad about it. It's not that I' m one of those who simply doesn 't care
(I think my columns and my persona have made it clear that I do
indeed care a great deal) . I am also not one of those who doesn ' t
vote to lower my chances for jury duty. Finally, no, I' m not a felon
who has lost his right to vote.
In his ground breaking (though little known) essays No Trea
son, the Constitution ofNo Authority, Lysander Spooner addresses

the issue of voting. He addresses the paradox of not wanting to
vote to give legitimacy to a system one rejects, but still acting to
defend yourself and your beliefs. For example, in a more modern
setting (No Treason was written in 1870), how about if I live in a
state that tries to pass laws restricting the rights of homosexuals?
Being that I think that homosexuals should have all the rights and
liberties as a straight person like myself, I find this law an affront
to my beliefs and to common decency. I face the following di
lemma:
(A) If I vote, and the initiative is defeated, I have accom
plished something great, but I have granted legitimacy to a pro
cess that potentially restricts rights like this,
(B) If I vote, and the initiative succeeds, then I have given
legitimacy to a process that will outright restrict rights,
(C) If I don' t vote, I am sitting back idly. I am permitting a
government, and the people who vote, to determine the rights of
human beings without raising my voice in a potentially effective
manner.
So regardless of whether or not you agree, I'm sure you see
my point. Voting can be a no-win proposition. Still, many cling
to the notion that it's better to vote and speak up rather than pay as
much mind to these "small scale wars." They should focus on the
bigger picture. I mean, what's more important -- not granting
legitimacy to a system, or trying to protect the rights of the op
pressed in society?
Superficially, protecting the rights of the oppressed is at the
top. However, once you step back from the stage and take a look
at things through a different perspective, your view might change.
What if, for example, you saw the connection between the legiti
macy of the system and the restrictions it promulgates? You might
then start to get a picture in your mind of throwing water at the
base to put out the fire .

THE WORST OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS
Unfortunately, without even realizing it, we have had the
deck stacked against us. Imagine a situation in some democratic
country where there are two thoroughly dominant parties. Both
parties are so thoroughly exhausted of any new ideas, and their

Continued on page 7
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The Anarchist Continued from page 6
old ideas are so similar, that if you were to put them both on a
global political spectrum, they ' d occupy spots right next to one
another. Now, picture a general election for President of this coun
try, where the best each party has to offer inspire virtually no one,
and leave the door open for a billionaire ego-maniac to buy his
way into the race by advancing economic policies that would likely
make him the biggest beneficiary -- and people eat it up!
My friends, as you know, the above scenario is the US. The
last 2 presidential elections have given us Bill Clinton, George
Bush, Bob Dole, and Ross Perot. I could never support any of
these individuals in any contest. In fact, I have an extraordinarily
tough time deciding which one I like the least.
So, picture it now -- Election day 2000 roles around, and I
am faced with the following choices: Al Gore, Democratic candi
date for President (the way things are going, perhaps even add
incumbent President to that title), and * *, Republican candidate
for President. Add to the mix H. Ross Perot, United We Stand
candidate for President (our big "third party choice") . Even
Candide 's philosopher friend Pangloss could not rationalize this
scenario as being the 'best of all possible worlds.'
Is this what our ' great country' is giving us? This isn 't a
choice, this is a bunch of politicians who nobody would miss were
they to drop off the face of the earth.

LIKE,

So we are faced with a dilemma. What to do, next election?
Ideally, I would say "don 't vote if there is no one on the ballot that
you can truly support." I won 't ask for miracles though. I would
make, however, another suggestion : If you must vote, consider
third party and write-in candidates.
On the topic of revolution, Lysander Spooner said "The right
of revolution, which tyrants, in mockery, accord to mankind, is no
legal right under government; it is only a natural right to over
turn a government. The government itself never acknowledges
this right. And the right is practically established only when and
because the government no longer exists to call it in question"
(From the essay Trial By Jury, by Lysander Spooner, 1852).
Some will say that by going against the system of democ
racy in America, I am advocating a form of revolution. I suggest
that it is the other way around: By advocating the status quo, people
are advocating a revolution of apathy and monumental disintegra
tion of our society into the political equivalent of Jello. A slow
apathetic destruction of a society may not be as glamorous as a
military conquest, but it will provide the same destiny in the long
run -- a tyrannical government to micro-manage our lives.
Not voting does not, however, mean that you don 't remain
active for your causes. Its just a way of standing up and saying "I
won't support this garbage on the ballot this year." It is a way of
not granting legitimacy to a policy, paradigm, or politician.
Stand up and act now, or 20 years from now our children
will be talking about the good ' ol days, when we used to have
really good choices for president in 1996... Democracy is dead.
Republicanism is dead. We must go back to managing our own
lives -- and the best way to start is by not giving tacit approval to
tyrannical politicians and no-choice elections.

robotic multiplication
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IMAGES IN MALE
Mild-mannered law student Adam Perri, usually genial and
sunny of disposition, receives periodic visits from his split per
sonality. This split personality, sometimes claiming to be an alter
ego, calls himself alternatively Awakum (Russian for Habakkuk),
or Alcestis (although Perri suspects he means to call himself
Alceste, after the character in Moliere, rather than Alcestis, the
mythological figure immortalized in antique drama). This split
personality is unyielding and emphatic, and when he warms to
his subject, he can be provoking. He often leaves behind him a
mess that is difficult to calm. He visited again this week. Perri's
Lenten observances prevented him from washing this split per
sonality back to the nether reaches of spiritus mundi on a tide of
vodka, whiskey, and beer. So, taking a cue from Siniavskii and
Tertz 1, Esenin and his chernii chelovek, 2 or Goliadkin 3 and his
double, Perri offers the musings of his alter ego in these Images
in Male.
Jnaffia l'ugola!
Trinca, tracanna!
Prima che svampino
Canto e bicchier!4
--OTELLO, Act I.
The current tendency in American culture to vilify drink
ing is self-righteous and perverse. The president's proposal to
bribe states to reduce the blood alcohol content levels necessary
for conviction of DWI is political pandering of the worst sort. [It
is easy for a man with a full time driver to preach the evils of
drinking and driving. Such a man can drink as much as he likes
and never worry about getting home.] The dangers of drinking
and driving have their origin in the necessity of driving, and not in
the pleasure of drinking. By allowing people to drink legally at
an early age, and preventing them from driving until they reach
maturity, society can forestall, if not eliminate, most of the prob
lems associated with drinking and driving.
I. Drinking
The contention, expressed querulously and shrewingly
by ossified hippies and sanctimonious public health officials, that
alcohol is a drug morally indistinguishable from illegal drugs, is a
pernicious lie. Since Noah landed his ark and planted vineyards,
drink has been a manly joy. The consumption of alcohol is a cel
ebration of human creativity, since alcohol does not occur natu
rally, but is produced only by human effort and ingenuity. (As the
Catholic ritual proclaims so movingly, wine is the work of human
hands) . Unlike the use of drugs, which requires no more intellect
than the amount needed for a Stone Age savage to pluck a leaf off
of a plant, the production, use, and enjoyment of alcohol all be
speak a vigorous and cerebral people well past the hunter-gath
erer stage. Producing alcohol requires enough brain to under
stand the distillation process, and the requirements of large-vol
ume brewing or distillation lead easily to an economy sufficiently
advanced to supply specialized workers and goods in the needed
volumes. [Engels identifies labor and the performance of tasks

that require the efforts of many laborers as the motive force im
pelling the transformation of ape to human].
Drug takers, whether opium eaters, crack heads, or smok
ers of hash in Amsterdam 's street cafes, all undergo an individual
experiences, even when other drug takers are physically nearby.
The drug experience is not a shared one, and one of the features of
the drug-taking subculture is the sharing of stories about the at
tractions of these individual experiences or trips, even between
people who took drugs at the same time in the same place. (Per
haps the individual nature of the drug experience explains its dis
proportionate popularity with the most solipsistic members of each
increasingly solipsistic generation). By contrast, excessive drink
ing, when undertaken in the company of other men is a collective
experience. (The collective experience of drinking is most readily
perceived when the group of drinkers are all of the same sex. In a
mixed group, the tenor of the experience ripens from bacchic to
priapic) . It is a shared experience with the other drinkers. A
group of drinkers possesses synergies that groups of drug takers
(or non-drinkers) cannot feel. Bacchic worship relied upon these
synergies for its collective dynamic. The worship of the bull,5 the
dance of the maenad, the lips stained purple, are hallmarks of the
drink, with its capacity to dissolve the individual personality into
a collective identity, however temporarily. 6 This is an obvious
point, demonstrated conclusively by Fred Nietzsche, and there is
no need to belabor the idea here. Anyone who doubts the collec
tive nature of the Dionysian celebrations should consult THE
BIRTH OF TRAGEDY. Drink is sublime. It is the fuel of cel
ebration, the tonic for sorrow, and it gives texture and poignancy
to grief and mourning. It will outlast all attempts to eradicate it,
and should do so. To attack drink is to attack the enormous irratio
nal dimension to human nature.

II. Drinking and Driving
Most of the current shrewing about drinking results from
the dangers of drinking and driving. Driving while drunk is inex
cusable. So is the drunken performance of any task that requires
clarity of thought. Equally inexcusable is the social organization
that renders driving inevitable and unavoidable. Lost upon mod
ern man is the perversity of residential neighborhoods without side
walks, homes where the primary entrance is the garage door, and
taverns in strip malls accessible only by car. Since our society has
rendered the automobile indispensable to living our lives, it is
unsurprising that we should then appear behind the wheel at all
times and in all conditions. Those who wish to diminish the in
stance of drinking and driving should attack the root of the prob
lem : our dependence upon automobiles. [Diminishing our reliance
on automobiles does not have to manifest itself in the hippie-dippy
ways one usually associates with such an effort. Concerned citi
zens can pressure local elected officials to enact zoning changes
that would 1/ prohibit operation of dramshops on streets that don't
have sidewalks; 2/ allow the operation of dramshops in locations
closer to high concentrations of population; 3/ require that new

Continued on page 9
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' The liner notes of the RCA version with James Levine conducting the Na
tional Philharmonic Orchestra offers the following translation:
Come wet your whistle!
ur1i11l rlara; ahi11l al:ep:'
Before song and glass
Are swept away.

Images In Male .... Continued from page 8
development projects, be they residential or commercial, include
ttie fay1'ng ofsi'ctewa(KS.J
III. Drinking without Driving.
The easiest solution to the problem of drinking and driv
ing is to lower the drinking age and raise the driving age. A boy
should be able to drink when he reaches puberty. Since that is
fairly subjective a standard, any age between 12 and 14 will do.
Meanwhile, the driving age should rise to the time when a young
adult is economically viable. For educated humanists and social
scientists, that is about age 30, but anytime between 20 and 22 is
acceptable. (The state can provide exceptions for young adults
who must work to contribute to family income, in the same way
that there are currently exceptions for farm children to drive trac
tors and other farm equipment before age 16 in the performance
of labor that contributes to the family income) . The combination
of lower drinking age and higher driving age will result in the
following happy consequences:
a) it will eliminate teen drunk driving, since teens won't
be driving. Access to cars and licenses is much easier to control
than access to alcohol;
b) it will accustom young adults to drinking in an envi
ronment and social milieu that does not include driving. It will
also make them comfortable with the habit of arranging alterna
tive methods of transportation to and from drinking parties or es
tablishments;
c) it will render young adults experienced drinkers by
the time they are ready to leave home or sit behind the wheel of a
car. As such, they will have experienced the effects of alcohol
and learned their limitations. Moreover, they will have finished
their vomiting and misbehaving under the watchful and benevo
lent eye of a parent or guardian, rather than an unsympathetic
bouncer, publican or other ~ype of antagonistic gagootz.7
d) it will improve the bargaining position of parents in
family disputes. Because many fathers are afraid to whip their
sons when discipline is required, many young boys run riot. By
making the children rely upon their parents for transportation, the
advantage should shift back to the parents ( even those that es
chew the knout, either from conviction or intimidation by meddle- ·
some social workers).
There is no social good that derives from goateed boys,
stinking of Drakkar Noir and looking like they got lost on the way
to an audition for a Mountain Dew (TM) commercial, driving their
cars to high school. From the standpoint of drinking and driving,
the danger of contemporary youth culture stems from the fact that
young adults start drinking at about the time they start driving.
Let them drink earlier to gain the experience of abusing alcohol
in a fairly harmless setting. Otherwise, they will abuse alcohol in
a dangerous setting, i.e. among strangers on a distant college cam
pus, or in an atmosphere where driving drunk prevails. Let them
drive only later, when they are experienced as drinkers and as
adults.

s In moments of severe intoxication, the author of Images in Male has seen the
bull mentioned in Euripides· BACCHAE. The same bull is said to figure prominently
into the Eleusinian mysteries. While it is chagrining to acknowledge being that gassed,
it is thrilling to witness in your mind 's eye the contours of an archetype from the
collective unconscious.
6

Temporary and voluntary collectivity through revelry is a much nobler and

more achievable goal than sham collectivity through thought control, political coer
cion, or the other intellectual fads of the callow and idle class of political agitators.
7

Gagootz /gag-gootz '/ n. 1. A Mediterranean squash; 2. A manual trades

man from any of the cities of Upstate New York, often sporting spaghelli stains on his
tank-top, and an advanced case of Plumber 's Ass . Not a pejorative term . TO THOSE
READERS INCLJNED TO SMIRK~ THE MANUAL TRADESMAN, AN AD
MONITIONTO MOCK HIM NOT: Mock not the manual tradesman, because he is a
thoroughly decent being. Thomas Gray described his virtues at length in the Elegy

Written in a Country Churchyard. The author of Images in Male is proud to come
from a long line of manual tradesmen and peasant farmers . Furthermore, one would
do well not to underestimate the talents of the manual tradesman. Enthusiasts of the
genre have informed the author of Images in Male that the adult movies of the 1970s
showcase the substantial fortitude of the manual tradesman. Such movies are ru
mored to provide many examples of mechanics, delivery men, and pool cleaners
outwitting their social betters to usurp the prerogatives of their employers. The au
thor of/mages in Male cannot verify these rumors, and is not competent to generalize
about movies of that genre, but his substantial experience with manual tradesmen in
various capacities inclines him to believe that if the rumors are true, they provide an
accurate depiction of the manual tradesman and his abilities.

1
Soviet writer Andrei Siniavskii wrote provocative articles under the name
of Abrnm Tertz, and tried throughout his formidable literary career to keep the per
sonality ofTertz separate from the personality of Siniavskii.
2
Soviet poet Sergei Esenin wrote a poem called Chemii chelovek in which
his alt~r-ego comes_to ridicule him one night when he is drunk . (Among ;he things
that this alter-ego ndicules is Esenin 's romance with aging (and fattening) Ameri 
can a~ant-garde dancer Isadore Duncan). Esenin tries to beat the alter-ego. In the
morning when he wakes up sober, he finds himself alone with a broken mirror.
' Goliad kin is the hero of the short novel of Dostoevskii, THE DOUBLE.
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IN THE NEWS
A few years ago, Gloria Steinem wrote Revolution From
Within , a book about Self-Esteem. In this book, she discussed
how such daily affirmations as meditation, aromatherapy, and nur
turing your inner child can result in inner peace for the individual,
who would then bring that peace to the rest of the world. Theoreti
cally, this would make the world a nice place where bombs and
bullies would be replaced by flowers and folk singers.
But, hey, different strokes for different folks. While Gloria
is out there burning Victoria's Secret candles and stroking her
inner...whatever she wants to call it, I read the news. This is be
cause, contrary to those who need to feel at peace with the world
to love themselves, I like to take a look at how everybody on the
planet, except for me, is completely insane. This, while it might
not be true, is the sort of thing that makes me feel good.
To illustate how it is done, we will look at last week's New
York Times.
On Monday, those of us who do not watch 60 Minutes were
mildly sickened to find out that another victim of the Marquis de
Clintone has come forward with her story. By Wednesday, it was
revealed that Christine E. Wiley was searching the publishing world
for the proper publisher for her not-yet-written, tell-all book.
This is the kind of idiocy I was referring to. Now, leaving
aside for a moment the questionable veracity of her tale (although
most americans are pretty sure that Bill knows she has a tail) , look
at the facts. As her story currently stands, Ms. Wiley has accused
our President of one rough groping session and a smooch or two . I
mean, the incident only lasted a few minutes. So, what the hell
else is she going to put in her book? Unless Kathleen Wiley writes
like Ambrose Bierce, there is no way she can tum ten minutes of
slap and tickle into a novel. Perhaps she should look into writing
a slim volume of haiku poetry.
The president's hands
Move like polls in September
Should have voted Dole
Moving on .. .lastTuesday was St. Patrick's Day. In New York
City, hundreds thousands of drunken idiots paraded through the
streets while listening to bagpipes, brawling, and saying things
like "blarney" and "shamrock." The Tim es had a big picture of the
festivities on Fifth Avenue.
No doubt, celebrations of ethnicity like St. Patrick's day have
helped the Irish, former victims of segregation and ethnic vilifica
tion, to be accepted and celebrated members of the American com
munity. Somehow, the Irish got past the "No Irish Need Apply"
signs is tum-of-the-century Boston, to convincing the vast major
ity of the American people that having a quick temper and being a
drunk are cool things to do ( as if the Irish have some sort of ethnic
lock on personality disorders and alchoholism).
This mass ritual of stereotypically Irish behavior set me to
wondering. Perhaps every disenfranchised minority should be
awarded a national holiday to flaunt the hurtful generalizations

imposed upon them by the dominant paradigm. It seems empow
ering; I can see it now. Picture: hundreds of thousands of people
marching in New York City to rap music, smoking crack, and par
ticipating in light-hearted drive-bys on St. African-American's Day.
Or a mass celebration of city-dwellers listening to tom-toms, say
ing "how," and engaging in ceremonial scalpings on St Redskins
Day (I hear they already do that in Altlanta). And my personal
favorite : once a year, everyone nationwide refuses to work, pur
posefully get pregnant, and collects WIC on St. Welfare Queen's
Day.
It 's interesting to see what's considered racism in this coun
try, and what is acceptable social ritual.
Last week's Times also included a copy of the Vatican's for
mal apology for the Catholic Church's role in the Holocaust--or
Shoah, as they phrased it. In an act of "repentence," the Church
"repudiat[ ed] every persecution against a people or human group
anywhere, at any time." There followed a list of such inhumane
acts: the massacre of the Armenians in the early 20th century, po
groms against the gypsies, "and similar tragedies that happened in
American, Africa, and the Balkans." You know. Tragedies. Like
witch-burnings, inquisitions, and crusades.
What does this mean? I guess you only have to apologize if
the people whose gold you ' re holding come back to claim it.
According to the Times, the apology has met with a varied
reaction from Jewish leaders around the world. A rabbi from the
Anit-Defamation League was quoted as finding the document "dis
appointing in certain respects," while others acknowledge that the
apology is a sign of great progress. Personally, I think the actions
of the current Pope, to factilitate peacable Catholic-Jewish rela
tions , speaks volumes more than any apology ever could. Espe
cially this apology, which expresses a collective sense of guilt for
"inaction" on the part of the Church, but outright denies the influ
ence of historically anti-Judaic religious policies in the develop
ment of the Nazi 's anti-Semetic politics.
This would be like Bill Clinton apologizing for slavery but
denying that the text of the Constitution had anything to do with
the slave trade. Ignore that clause in Article 1, and don't worry
about that 3/Sths of a person over there ....
Gosh. Did I say this sort of thing cheers me up? It 's time to
join the rest of the country and start reading People.
by S.A. Cole

Want to advertise your club happen
ings, tell the world your opinion, or
rage against the way the school is run?
All submissions should be given·to us
by 5pm on thursdays, either in the
Opinion office or box 27 or 95 (you get
a choice!).
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The following is a series of messages regarding the new listserves created by Ross
Howarth, Nancy Santarelli, and Andrew Fanizzi. They are reprinted here for the bennefit of
anyone who might have accidently been excluded from the listserves.
For those law student's who didn't read the original listserves
announcement, either because they haven't checked their school
acsu.buffalo.edu e-mail in the past week or because they were one
of the few students who weren't added to the new listserves be
cause their address wasn't ascertained, here is a revised reprint of
the announcement message:
"Dear Classmate,
Hello, and welcome back from Spring Break! My name is
Ross Howarth. For those of you who do not know me, I am cur
rently a second year law student at U.B. I am writing to you to
announce some new e-mail services and to let you know about
existing e-mail related resources you may be overlooking. Nancy
Santarelli (2nd year), Andrew Fanizzi (2nd year), and I have com
piled lists of the e-mail addresses of law students in the classes of
1998, 1999, and 2000. We obtained the e-mail addresses by com
paring the 3rd floor mailbox lists, previously compiled lists, class
e-mail lists, West's Student Directory, and the Buffalo Law
Review's e-mail list. Ultimately, we combined these resources
into a master list and then created "listserves" for each class. A
listserve is an e-mail service which allows a large selected group
of people to receive information via e-mail, without listing each
individual person in the e-mail (no endless scrolling through names
and e-mail addresses to get to the actual message).
*********************************************************
OBS: lawjobs-class[1998/1999/2000)-1ist@listserv.buffalo.edu. I
have been informally working with Audrey, at the Career Devel
opment Office ("CDO"), and she has agreed to use the "lawjobs
listserves" to announce NEW JOB LISTINGS VIA E-MAIL, AS
THE JOB LISTINGS COME.IN). The good news is that you, the
student, theoretically should only receive information about jobs
& judicial clerkships that are relevant to your class (e.g. jobs listed
as being for 1st and 2nd years, will only be sent to the classes of
2000 and 1999). Currently, someone looking for a job should be
going to the CDO office up on the 6th floor everyday to check the
books for new jobs. Now, that same student can be notified via e
mail that a new job is in and learn enough about it to determine if
he/she is interested. This will not replace the old system or the
news letters from CDO. It is just meant to be used as an additional
tool to give advance notice of new job listings, so we students can
move on them while they are hot . Also, the listserves would allow
students to learn about job listings, major CDO announcements
etc. that come out during a school break and during the summer. I
am sensitive to concerns about receiving constant junk e-mail.
Audrey and I have agreed that these listserves will be used only
for relevant job and job related information. Further, only Audrey
will have access to send e-mail to these listserves. Lastly, you
may sign off this list at any time, simply by sending an e-mail
message (described below). Before signing off, however, please
realize that even if you currently have a job or aren't looking for
one, these listserves may still be worth staying on. These same
listserves will continue to be used in the future, includingAFfER
you graduate. Also, once you un-subscribe, only Audrey can put
you back on (this was done so that only UB students would have
the advantage of the listings). NOTE: I did not find the e-mail
addresses of every student, so if you know someone who ,didn't

get this message tell them to send me an e-mail at
howarth@acsu.buffalo.edu stating:,their year, name and e-mail
address(es) . Also, if you would rather have this e-mail sent to ,a
different or an additional e-mail address(es) (your personal
address(es) only), then either, e -mail or personally give Audrey
the address(es). She will need to verify that you are a student, so
provide her with your student ID# and your class year. It is recom
mended that ,EVERYONE eventually provide an additional "life
time" e-mail address because your UB e-,mail address will be can
celed when you graduate and these lists will still be used to con
tact you. If you have been placed on the wrong list or need to be
on two lists because you are in a four year program, let CDO
know.
****************************************************

SOME E-MAIL ADDRESS OPTIONS: "LIFETIME E
MAIL ADDRESS": A "LIFETIME E-MAILADDRESS" can be
obtained for free on the web. For example, at the "Yahoo" web
browser site on the world wide web, you can sign up for a lifetime
e-mail address that will do nothing but "FORWARD" your mail to
another e-mail address that you specify. This allows you to have
CDO, employers, family and friends send e-mail to an address
that will not change when you graduate. You can have your e
mail "forwarded" to your school account, AOL account, JUNO
etc. Then later, using a password obtained when you sign up, you
can change the "forwarding" e-mail address, e.g. work or home e
mail address. Note: I don't know if attached files will be for
warded from these addresses, so you may want to tell anyone who
wants to send you a "file" to send it directly to your school acsu or
your AOL etc. account(s). But, for purposes of a listserve, and
most other e-mail, these "forwarding" e-mail addresses are useful.
FORWARDING FROM YOUR SCHOOLACCOUNT:
Many students don't like using their school acsu account,
either because they hate signing on to the school's system, can't
sign on (busy!), don't like the software etc. For these students,
one option is to have your school account "forward" all e-mail
sent to it to another account(s), e.g. AOL, JUNO or work etc. This
can be dome by creating a "forward file" in your school account
(CIT help desk can show you how to do this). Two warnings: (1)
this type of forwarding will end when your school account ends
(graduation), so you won't get mail sent from CDO about jobs etc.
after you leave and (2) because your mail is forwarded, you can
not check it on your school account and if you change your "for
warding" address, you need to change your school "forward file."
Forwarding your school account may be useful, however, if used
in conjunction with a "Lifetime" e-mail account (see above) (for
ward your school account to your "Lifetime account" so you don't
have to use the school's e-mail system) . THIRD PARTY
SOFTWARE:Here is another option for students who don't like
using their acsu account. Third party e-mail and browser soft
ware can be used to allow you to get your mail from school, and
other accounts, via the world wide web. You can either use your
school account via ppp (still have to sign on through school) or
any other e is a "EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT," "PARTY AN
NOUNCEMENT," or "ONLINE OPINION;"
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Contentious SBA ... .. . Continued from page 4

problem is that SBA doesn't have $5,000 to give."
According to Torres, the SBA has no more than $4,000
available after the phone bills for the various SBA organiza
tions are paid off. The problem is that the phone lines were
under-budgeted for the 1997-98 school year and consequently,
the phone bills have greatly exceededeverybody 's expectations
by thousands of dollars.
According to SBA Executive Vice President Joe Reynolds,
the SBA covers the phone bills for the 45 different SBA organi
zations.
Decker says that the HRLJ needs the money now because
the first issue is supposed to be completed and sent out around
ay 1. The journal wish to buy copies from its publisher by the
block since it's cheaper that way. This is because it will cost
$8,000 for 1,000 copies vs. $10,000 for 2,000 copies.
The HRLJ 's goal is to sell 200 subscriptions. Decker is
confident that the journal could do this because the journal was
already getting 140 subscriptions as a general international law
journal. Furthermore, each subscription costs $40 of which a
fifth goes back to the journal.
The journal plans to raise the remaining $5,000 needed
for publishing from fundraising, Sub-Board and the HRLJ 's own
budget. However, Decker stressed that given the nature of aca
demic journals in general, the HRLJ does not want to sell adver
tising in their issues if they can help it since the presence of ads
often negatively affect many readers ' perception of the journal.
Van Loon pointed out to the SBA that the journal first ap
proached the SBA at the beginning of the year for the request
and has been waiting since, "The Human Rights Law Journal
proposal has been sitting on the back-burner since January 15 ...
it is a worthwhile cause and it's only a one-shot deal. They 've
been doing the right thing all along and I want to make sure they
don't get the short end of the stick."
Several members of the SBA E-Board expressed worry
that the money given to the HRLJ now will not be enough and
the HRLJ might return next year for more money. Decker re
sponded to this criticism by pointing out that the HRLJ have
been waiting to hear from the SBA since the funding request
was submitted in January.
Torres offered a compromise to divide up the journal 's
proposal into two separate payments. $2,500 under the current
budget with the remaining half coming from next year 's budget.
Van Loon agreed with the suggestion and mentioned that
next year 's (98-99) SBA budget will be available beginning Au
gust and that perhaps Decker can negotiate with the publisher to
see whether or not they can accept the second half of the $5,000
payment at that time. Decker said that he will try and do so.
Tonya Guzman, the SBA Secretary, said that her main con
cern "is that there 's no way to guarantee that next year 's SBA
will approve the additional $2,500."
The meeting turned more contentious when Frank
Jacobson, a 3Lrepresentative and an editor of the Buffalo Crimi
nal Law Journal criticized the funding proposal even though he
missed Decker 's presentation. Jacobson voiced doubts that the
HRLJ could sufficiently raise funds on its own to cover future
expenses. A debate then ensued between Jacobson and Decker
over the issue of budgeting and journal operations in· general.
However, Jacobson main criticism was targeted at the

SBA's spending habits. "We' re setting a dangerous precedent
here," Jacobson cautioned, "we came in this year with a $20,000
surplus and we've blown it all away. Just last month we gave
away $7,000 ... it's like we're giving the money away."
Torres responded that "the SBA did have a $20,000 surplus
but last year 's SBA overestimated in certain areas and we didn 't
bring in as much money as we thought we would."
Torres also pointed out that the SBA did have many late bills
which it still has to pay. Another problem is that many SBA groups,
including The Opinion, failed to do much fundraising this year
even though they are expected to do so. Torres also warned the
SBA that because of declining student enrollment at U .B. Law
School, student organizations are not going to have as much money
over the years because less money will be generated from the man
datory activities fee.
Following this discussion, Guzman took up Torres' earlier
suggestion and made a motion to amend for $2500 guaranteed for
this year with the understanding that next year 's SBA will try to
approve the remaining $2,500 as quickly as possible. Van Loon
agreed to the amended motion.
Jacobson then made a motion to table the amended motion
for two weeks. A vote was taken and Jacobson's motion was nar
rowly rejected by a vote of 5 for, 6 against and 2 abstentions.
A vote on Van Loon's amended motion for $2,500 was ap
proved by a vote of 9 for, 4 against and 1 abstention. The remain
ing $2,500 will be decided by next year's SBA sometime next
semester.
The meeting ended with a reminder that budget proposals to
the SBA are due on March 16 in the SBA office. As of this issue,
several SBA groups appeared to have missed that deadline. The
budget hearings will be held on the week of March 24. The annual
budget meeting for the SBA groups will be held on April 21 . The
next SBA meeting will be on Tuesday, March 21 in O'Brian 210 at
5:30 PM. All are welcome to attend.

FINAL SURVEY
SAYS!

We received some more surveys (sorry folks, that
was your last chance to hand them in, but we still invite
you all to comment on any aspect of the law school,
good or bad). The final couple of surveys gave mixed
reviews on various aspects of the law school. While
one was very critical of the CDO, the other survey praised
them, even awarding them the grade of H. The Student
Bar Association continued to receive poor marks, re
ceiving a Q- and a D, with one student wondering what
have they done.
Overall, results for the entire survey batch were
rather mixed on most areas, such as the deans. Most
responses praised the library, and gave the faculty pass
ing grades. While most of the surveys were critical of
the CDO, there were also some praise.
The Opinion thanks those who have participated.
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A Clerical Error
by Sol Sandberg
When Kathryn Smith, a 31L, handed in her take- home final
exam paper for the Federal Sentencing Issues Bridge Course, she
was confident she did a good job. The exam, which had been handed
out on the last day of classes and was due one week later, was
comprised of 2 questions with fact patterns similar to the ones
found on many law school exams. Ms. Smith said," I thought I did
a fairly comprehensive and well written exam and I expected, at
least, to get a "Q". I worked hard on the exam-ten to twelve hour
writing it- and studied for it ahead of time. I did the class work."
Thus, when Ms. Smith called on Bird to check her grade for
the bridge course, she was shocked to discover that she received a
"D" for the course.
She began to worry about the impact of her "D" grade on
her future plans to the point that she started to have problems sleep
ing. Kathryn explained, " I would have liked to get an LLM some
day or try to work for the Federal Government and all of these
plans would require me to send out a transcript."
Friends with whom she discussed the "D" grade speculated
that the grade might have been a mistake but Ms. Smith assumed
that the grade she received was correct.
But to clarify what she did wrong, she called the Professor
to set up an appointment to go over the exam. She informed the
Professor that she received a "D" in his class and that she was
worried. According to Ms. Smith, the Professor said he didn't
know who got the "D" but it was not a very good exam.
Five days later, Ms. Smith went to the Dowtown office of
the Professor armed with a copy of the exam she wrote. When she
showed the Professor the exam, the Professor looked it over and
said this is not the exam I gave a "D" to and he asked her if this
was the exam she handed in.
She said that it was and the Professor then indicated that the
grade she received seemed like a mistake and he would figure out
how to get it fixed. He then apologized.
A few days later, Ms. Smith went to the A&R office to make
sure that they knew about there was an error in the grading of her
exam. She was told that they had been in contact with the Profes
sor and they were aware of the problem. Based on what she was
told by A&R, Ms. Smith thinks the mistake occurred because the
exam she wrote was stapled to the question sheet instead of to the
bluebook which contained her rough notes. The Professor, it seems,
only graded the rough notes.
The exam, Ms. Smith wrote was later found by the A&R
staff. According to Karen Waltz, Assistant Dean for Student Ser
vices and Registar, when mistakes like like this happen, they are
deemed clerical error and the Registrar has the power to change
the mistaken grade to the correct one.
Ms. Smith later learned that her grade was changed to Q
plus. Ms. Smith is relieved but she cautions students with the
following," Students should check gradesmeaning they should look at the exam. I don't mean this as a
criticism of A&R, but this is an incredibly complicated process
and mistakes happen. Students should be diligent about checking
exams.

Paper Chase... Continued from page 1
sible for their finances. He explained that the deans are looking fo ways to
cut costs in computer printing and ideas are being floated around to install
meters in labs, require swipe cards, or even force students to purchase their
own printers.
Many students have indicated that they should not have to pay for
computer paper voicing sentiments similar to that of Fidel Gomez a 21,
who said," I don't understand why, if we pay tuition just like the under
graduates, we can 't get the same treat men, especially in light of the fact we
pay two times the tuition."
Some computer lab assistants feel uncomfortable enforcing the ten
cents per printout rule. One said to me on the condition of anonymity that
payment was based ob the honor system and he would not feel comfort
able checking student's bags for printouts or asking them if they paid foruse
of the printer. Another said simply, If I can't enforce it across the board, I
won't make them pay."
According to Dean Cook, debit cards used to pay for printing in the
lab are still available from Gloria Paveljack. However, she said very few
cards are purchased.
Dean Cook also indicated that computer lab assistants may not be
adequately supervised due to budget constraints. She also explained that as
Work-Study is a federal program, the Work-Study Students who are em
ployed and paid by the federal government and not the Law School. As
such, the Law School is grateful to have Work-Study students supervise
the lab but it has Jillie bargaining power with them to enforce its will since
Work-Study students can always move to another position if they find
working in the computer lab unsatisfactory. Brenda Torres, a 21, who works
in the lab estimated that about 60% of lab assistants are Work-Study while
40% are employed by the Law School.
A consequence of the shortage of paper is that some students may
be increasingly using the LexisNexis Printer for printing. According to Lexis representative, Jim
LaPiana, a 21, in the past few weeks use of the Lexis -Nexis printer has
jumped to three times as much as was used previouslyfrom approximately 8 boxes of paper in two weeks to 24 boxes. Mr.
LaPiana believes that this increase in use can be altributed to students print
ing their general work and Westlaw using the Lexis printer because there is
no paper generally available, saying that eight out of ten times he has
checked in a ten day period, he has found Westlaw material printed on
Lexis paper using the Lexis printer despite the presence of a sign indicated
that the Lexis printer is for Lexis printing only.
In response to what he perceives as a growing problem, on this past
Wednesday he wrote on a sample of Westlaw material printed on Lexis
paper the following note, "This print is a violation of SUNY Rules and
Regulations (i.e. theft). Continued use may result in a complaint filed against
him with Judicial Affairs."
Mr. LaPiana explained to me in an interview that the policy of re
porting students who use the printer for printing other than Lexis has not
been officially approved by his boss at Lexis and he hopes such measures
will be unnecessary, but he said, Lexis is looking at a number of options in
dealing with the problem including even removing the printer.
He also said that Lexis is considering placing a" stand alone" printer
in the lab instead of the currently used altached printer. Unlike the attached
printer, the stand alone printer would be available solely to Lexis users and
could be used to send documents to print from home. Currently, there is a
stand alone printer in the lab but it is available only to faculty and students
on journals but not to the general law student population.
With the beefing up of enforcement of Lexis's printing policy and
the increasing likelhood of the printer 's unavailability for Westlaw print
ing, some students who use Westlaw have complained about the absence
of a Westlaw printer for general use in the laboratory. Amy Swistock, the
Westlaw representative explained that the Westlaw policy at UB is for stu
dents to print materials on the regular printer and pay the necessary costs.
She pointed out that Westlaw does not provide printers to law firms and
that providing printing free of charge would encourage waste and bad habits

Continued on page 7
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These are the
People in Your
Neighborhood ...

Doin' that CompuThang in the
cozy confines of VB 's own museum
of retro-technology, the so-called
"UB Law Computer Lab."

... the People
that You Meet
Each Day

Catching some Z's in the law school library.

Translation of our latin
motto:
"The best newspaper
money can't buy."
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